Q21. Please provide further information in relation to the previous question. e.g. why you
do or do not consider the Local Plan to be legally compliant or sound.
Development of Chalgrove Airfield would not be sound and would not be compliant with either the
NPPF of the criteria set out in this Local Plan
1. New homes could not be delivered within the required times (years 1-5 of the Plan) due to the
dispute between Homes England and Martin Baker. It is inconceivable that Homes England could
persuade the couts that the site is necessary when all homes needed under the SHMA can be bult
without any development at Chalgrove, so it is doomed to fail.
2. Promximity away from major emeplyment centrs and poor transport links, in particular public
transport mean development at the site would cause much more environmental harm than the other
sites in the Local Plan - notably air pollution, congestion and contribute to the growing threat of climate
change.
3. The proposals are blatanty unsafe. Building new homes alongside and active runway and facilities
where live explosives are used is nonsensical.
4. Development would introduce significant road hazards as the proposed investment in cycling
infrastucture to link the new town to centres of employment is total inadequate. Closing the B480
bypass will expose pedestrians to safety hazards from unnecessary interaction with cars and HGVs
5. The proposals do not respect the local community - Chalgrove would be engulfed by the new town
which is contyrary to provisions in the NPPF and SODC policy to respect Neighborhood Planning
(Chalgrove NDP has been passed at referedum and now adopted) .

Q22. Please set out any modifications you consider necessary to make the Local Plan
legally compliant or sound, having regard to your comments above. (NB - any noncompliance with the duty to co-operate is incapable of modification at examination). It will
be helpful if you could put forward your suggested wording of any policy or text as
precisely as possible.
Chalgrove Airfield should be taken out of the Local Plan as all development needed can be achieved at
other sites within the Plan which do not suffer the same blockers as Chalgrove.

Q24. Would you like to participate at the oral part of the examination, which takes place
as part of the examination process?
No

Q25. Would you like to comment on another policy or paragraph?
No

